
 
 

Inside the Lines Dragonfly card 
 

Color Scheme: Bermuda Bay, So Saffron, Sweet Sugarplum 
 

Supplies: 
 

Stamps:  Beautiful You, Swan Lake 
 

Ink: Bermuda Bay, So Saffron, Sweet Sugarplum 
 

Paper: Basic Black, Bermuda Bay, Very Vanilla Cardstock.  Inside the Lines Designer Series 
Paper (Sale-a-Bration freebie) 
 

Other: Big Shot, Detailed Dragonflies Thinlits dies, Hello You Thinlits Dies, various other 

word dies, Hexagon Dynamic Embossing Folder, Very Vanilla Thick Baker’s Twine, Glue 
Dots, Fast Fuse 
 
 

Directions: 
 

1) Score card base at 4-1/4”.  Fold and crease with bone folder. 
 

2) Using single foam brayers for each of the three ink colors apply the colors to the Inside 
the Lines paper piece starting with the So Saffron in the middle then the Bermuda Bay on 

the bottom and the Sweet Sugarplum on the top.  Start by rolling off the paper then on and 
apply multiple coats.  When inking roll the brayer in one direction only across the ink pad.  

Same applies for the ink to paper rolling.  Allow the ink to dry while you prep the rest of 
the card. 
 

3) Die cut the smaller detailed dragonfly and your chosen word. 
 

4) Adhere the inked DSP to the Basic Black layer.  Run through the Hexagon folder.  Note:  

The Dynamic folders have a different sandwich.  Place the folder directly on the platform 
(NOT the magnetic one!!) then one acrylic plate on top and run through.  This is the one 

time you won’t use 2 plates.   Adhere the embossed piece to the front of the cardbase. 



5) Using Tombow or Fine Tip Glue Pen adhere the word and dragonfly onto the embossed 
layer.  
 

6) Stamp/decorate the interior layer and the envelope.  Adhere the interior layer. 
 

7) Optional: Tie a bow (using the bunny loop method) using the Vanilla Thick Baker’s Twine 
and glue dot it to the dragonfly.  If you wish you can add a couple of rhinestones instead to 

the dragonfly body. 
 
Note:  The Dragonfly set comes as a bundle of stamps and dies (or individually).  The 

bundle saves you 10% on the price.  The bundle also gets you most of the way to a free 
SAB item. 
 

Measurements: 
Bermuda Bay Cardbase:  5-1/2” x 8-1/2” 
Basic Black Layer: 3-3/4” x 5-1/2” 

Inside the Lines DSP: 3-1/2” x 5-1/2” 
Very Vanilla inside mat: 4” x 5-1/4”  + scraps for words and dragonfly 
 
 

inside of card 

 
 

Directions and card created by Jean Fitch – blog post here: 

https://jlfstudio.wordpress.com/2017/01/19/wacky-watercooler-january-2017-mini-blog-
hop-2-occasions-catalog-redux/ 


